PRODUCT SUMMARY

1000 GROUP – HPL OVERLAY SERIES (Particleboard Core)

1100 Tradition:  
Square Flat Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding

1150 Tradition:  
Square Flat Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Fronts  
TFL (thermally fused laminate) Finished Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding

1200 Tradition:  
3mm Radius Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding

1250 Tradition:  
3mm Radius Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Fronts  
TFL (thermally fused laminate) Finished Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding

1600 Classic-V:  
Wood Veneer Overlay Design Fronts, with 3mm Radius Wood Edges  
HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding

2000 GROUP – TFL OVERLAY SERIES (Particleboard Core)

2100 Transition:  
Square Flat Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
TFL (thermally fused laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding

2200 Transition:  
3mm Radius Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
TFL (thermally fused laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding

2600 Designer-V:  
Wood Veneer Overlay Design Fronts, with 3mm Radius Wood Edges  
TFL (thermally fused laminate) Finished Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding  
Color Matched Interiors to Exterior

2700 Designer:  
Square Flat Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
TFL (thermally fused laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding  
Color Matched Interiors to Exterior

2800 Designer:  
3mm Radius Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts  
TFL (thermally fused laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends  
Flat (.020") PVC Cabinet Edgebanding  
Color Matched Interiors to Exterior
2000 GROUP – STEVENSWOOD® SERIES (Particleboard Core)
Artika®, Rain® and Legno textures in exclusive StevensWood® color offering

2101 StevensWood® Full Overlay:
- Square Textured Flat Edge Overlay Design Fronts
- TFL (thermally fused laminate) Textured Finished Fronts
- TFL (thermally fused laminate) Textured Finished Ends
- Square Textured Flat Cabinet Edges
- TFL (thermally fused laminate) Textured White Interiors

2701 StevensWood® Ultimate:
- Square Textured Flat Edge Overlay Design Fronts
- TFL (thermally fused laminate) Textured Finished Fronts
- TFL (thermally fused laminate) Textured Finished Ends
- Square Textured Flat Cabinet Edges
- TFL (thermally fused laminate) Textured Matching Interiors

3000 GROUP – PLYCORE OVERLAY SERIES (Plywood Core)

3100 Plycore:
- Square Flat Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts
- HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends
- Flat (.020”) PVC Cabinet Edgebanding
- 3/4” Plycore Laminated Panel Construction

3200 Plycore:
- 3mm Radius Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts
- HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends
- Flat (.020”) PVC Cabinet Edgebanding
- 3/4” Plycore Laminated Panel Construction

3600 Plycore-V:
- Wood Veneer Overlay Design Fronts, with 3mm Radius Wood Edges
- Matching Wood Veneer End Panels
- 3mm Radius Wood Cabinet Edges
- Plywood Core

4000 GROUP – LABORATORY SERIES

4120 Laminate:
- 3mm Radius Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts
- HPL (high pressure laminate) Finished Fronts and Ends
- Flat (.020”) PVC Cabinet Edgebanding
- Particleboard Core

4400 A-tech Classic:
- 3mm Radius Edge Style Overlay Design Fronts
- A-tech Surfaces (woodgrains and solids)
- 3mm Radius PVC Cabinet Edgebanding
- Particleboard Core

4700 Wood Lab:
- Wood Veneer Overlay Design Fronts, with 3mm Radius Wood Edges
- Matching Wood Veneer End Panels
- 3mm Radius Wood Cabinet Edges
- Plywood Core
PRODUCT SUMMARY

5000 GROUP – BAND AND MUSIC SERIES (Particleboard Core)

5120 Band and Music: HPL (high pressure laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding

5220 Band and Music: TFL (thermally fused laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding

6000 GROUP – MOBILES SERIES (Particleboard Core)

6120 Mobiles: HPL (high pressure laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding

6220 Mobiles: TFL (thermally fused laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding

7000 GROUP – LIBRARY SERIES (Particleboard Core)

7120 Oxford II: HPL (high pressure laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
Color Two Sides
Inset Back Panels
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding

7280 Oxford II: TFL (thermally fused laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
Color Two Sides
Inset Back Panels
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding

7122 Bradford: HPL (high pressure laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
Color Two Sides
Overlay Back Panels
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding

7282 Bradford: TFL (thermally fused laminate) Fronts and Finished Ends
Color Two Sides
Overlay Back Panels
3mm Radius PVC Edgebanding